Pre-AP Strategy: Writing PEEC Paragraphs

The PEEC writing strategy will teach you to write effective paragraphs, using supportive evidence from the text, and to strengthen your ideas with relevant, insightful commentary.
Pre-AP Strategy: Writing PEEC Paragraphs

P- POINT (Write in RED): What is your point? This is your THESIS and should be a strong, interesting statement.
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E – Evidence Link (Write in GREEN)

Find evidence in your text to support your THESIS. Write two or more sentences explaining your evidence. For example, write a sentence using the 4 W’s. Then add a sentence that explains how your evidence supports your point.
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E – Evidence Documentation (Write in BLUE)

Now you MUST quote your evidence directly. Document the source in parentheses.
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C – Commentary (Write in BLACK) Think about how your **point** and your evidence relate to you, your life, or life in general. Without repeating anything you’ve said so far, write a sentence or two relating your point to the real world – ie. the overall THEME. (ZOOM OUT!)
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